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INTERNET OF THINGS
THE WORLD IS SLOWLY SWITCHING ON TO A REALITY WHERE EVERYTHING COMMUNICATES. 

AS IoT TECHNOLOGY NETWORKS THE CONDITION, POSITION AND MOVEMENT OF OBJECTS, 
INCLUDING PEOPLE, ARE FIRMS FULLY PREPARED FOR THE VALUE IT PROMISES TO DELIVER?

DISTRIBUTING 
Value not just across financial services but 
also to customers

IoT can create more efficient, less expensive and 
smarter processes for firms.

EVOLVING 
Products and advice to sync with day-to-day 
customer events

Banks and institutions offering customers advice 
and services correlating with their daily events.

SAFEGUARDING
Opportunities from risks in business and 
economic models

Data quantity and diversity created by things like 
biometrics and beacon technology pose privacy, 
security and storage challenges.

Will IoT be as transformative to 
financial services as the internet?
From a $745bn baseline, global spend 
expected to see double-digit growth to 2022.1

USA and China predicted to lead the way, 
spending $194bn and $182bn apiece.1

It’s forecast that there will be 25bn 
connected things by 2021.1

The interplay of 5G and AI are poised to 
rewire how things communicate.

When objects start sharing cloud data  
and analysing it, the world will change.

Yet as mobile, bio ID and tech progress, 
fims face new standards and hurdles.

How are insurance firms and 
banks already utilising IoT?
Auto insurance telematics, smart  
watches, smart commercial real-
estate building management, data 
gathering and mobile banking are 
prevalent examples.

What will you do to keep pace 
with IoT developments?
Banking and financial services IoT 
is expected to grow at a CAGR of 
28.9% during 2019-2026.2

To be ready to reap the rewards of  
the investment, firms will want to keep  
a watchful eye on IoT as it emerges.

DELIVERING
Investment choices based on client behaviours, 

preferences and location

Asset managers using data from a client’s device  
or ecosystem could tailor client risk modelling, 

investment options and asset allocation.

AUTOMATING 
Asset management without data protection  

or usage worries

Firms combining real-time data flows from sensors 
with cognitive and M2M tech could further automate 

asset management.

PROCESSING
Possible benefits in the asset management industry

There are companies already analysing tangible 
data like driving habits and health, but IoT  

benefits are less obvious to asset managers.


